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Attended home delivery is a widespread delivery mode of the ‘last mile’ problem. 
Customer behavior is one of the critical factors that affect the performance and cost of the 
attended home delivery system. Customers failing to show up (no-show) happen when the 
customer information is wrong and the customer is not at home or has inconvenience in 
picking up the goods. Even when the customers or the substitutes promise to appear, they 
require some random response time to arrive at the prescribed place, which further affect the 
performance of attended home delivery system. When couriers are overburdened, they are not 
willing to waste too much time on waiting for customers and even reject some delivery 
requirements, and meanwhile the service quality is declined. How to tackle the attended 
home delivery problem when considering random customer behavior is now becoming a huge 
problem for those express delivery companies.  
To solve the problem, we present an integrative model formulation that combines 
appointment scheduling and routing problem. Then, an intuitive heuristic dynamic 
programming is proposed to tackle the appointment scheduling problem whose optimal 
decision is expected to be very complicated, and embed it into tabu search and formulate a 
hybrid heuristic algorithm to solve the integrative model.  
Our numerical studies show that proposed algorithms could lead to high-quality 
solutions in a reasonable amount of runtime. In the experiment of testing the performance of 
heuristic dynamic programming, larger variances of the response time and higher no-show 
probability of customers may contribute to the decrease of total cost when courier is 
overburdened. The relationship between cost and no-show probability become approximate 
no-linear and the change of penalizations on unserved customers has significantly affect the 
shape of the line. Also, as the penalizations on unserved customers increase, the average 
errors will either constantly decrease or first increase and then decrease. In the experiment of 
testing adjusted Solomon’s benchmark problems, we can observe that, when the depot is 
overburdened, the number of unplanned customers obtained by integrative approach is no 
less than that obtained by hierarchical approach but the total cost is the opposite. 
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光。国家邮政局 2013 年 12 月关于邮政业消费者申诉情况的通告显示2，2013 年全年共
受理快递业务有效申诉 196046 件，同比增长 42.7％。中国质量万里行是一个由国家质
量监督检验检疫总局管理的产品和服务质量监督的互联网平台。2013 年 10 月发布的快
递行业投诉分析报告3中显示，通过对 2203 次快递申诉内容进行调查，发现约有一半以


















上客户投诉的问题针对快递员“拒绝投递”与“延误”问题，如图 1 所示。 
 
资料来源：中国质量万里行：快递行业投诉分析报告，2013 年 10 月 
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